
Previous: 7,367.9 PSEi change: 2.24%

High: 7,539.7 Best: RLC +6.36%

Low: 7,468.6 2nd best: DMC +5.35%

Close: 7,532.9 2nd worst: RRHI -1.90%

Val. traded (mn): 7,750.4 Worst: BPI -2.07%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0245 5.9632 5 years -0.0091 6.9819

6 months -0.0045 6.2584 7 years -0.0436 7.0171

1 year +0.0009 6.4830 10 years -0.0530 7.0367

2 years +0.0123 6.7330 20 years -0.0972 7.5386

3 years +0.0160 6.8605 30 years -0.1209 7.6106

4 years +0.0072 6.9350

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 52.450 52.320 EUR/USD 1.1317 1.1317

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0104 2.3320 5 years +0.0050 2.8175

6 months +0.0154 2.5351 10 years -0.0182 2.9697

2 years +0.0346 2.8211 30 years -0.0365 3.2535
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Global equities rallied on the back of optimism from the US-China trade truce in the G20 Summit. Meanwhile, US Treasury yields were flat and the

dollar weakened as risk sentiment improved.
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Local equities surged and the Philippine Peso appreciated amid the 90-day truce on the ongoing trade war between US President Donald J. Trump and

Chinese President Xi Jinping. Local yields fell slightly as investors position cautiously ahead of slower expected inflation. 

 US equities booked one of their biggest gains in weeks on the back of the trade 
truce between US and China. The US and China agreed to suspend for 90 days 
any tariff imposition and to discuss compromises on the ongoing trade tit-for-tat. 
The DJIA closed at 25,826.43 (+1.13% DoD) while the S&P 500 ended at 2,790.37 
(+1.09% DoD). 

 European stocks ended higher after positive developments in the G20 Summit 
and reports that Italy might be willing to further decrease its planned budget deficit. 
The MSCI Europe ended at 122.25 (+1.04% DoD). 

 Asian stocks rallied as sentiment improved after the US-China trade truce.  The 
partial unwinding of losses came after months of being dragged down by trade 
concerns. The MSCI APxJ fell to 503.58 (+2.38% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields were flat as the impact of Fed Chairman Powell's dovish 
statement and improved risk sentiment due to the US-China trade truce offset one 
another. On average, yields fell 0.17 bps, with the 10-year falling 1.82bps to 
2.9697%. 

 The US Dollar continued to weaken, similarly, due to the step up in the US-China 
trade war negotiations and a temporary 90-day halt in the ongoing trade war. The 
DXY ended at 96.9500 (-0.33% DoD). 
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a guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method. 

 The local equities market rallied following the agreement between US 
President Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping to retain tariffs on $200 
billion worth of goods at 10% for the next 90 days, as opposed to the original 
plan of raising it to 25% in January. The PSEi closed at 7,532.90 (+2.24% DoD). 

 Local fixed income yields saw a slight decline ahead of Wednesday's inflation 
data release. Market consensus points toward slowing inflation, but investors 
remain wary after 2018's previous surprises. On average, the curve fell 2.88 bps, 
led by the long-end which declined 9.04 bps. 

 The Philippine Peso continued to strengthen against the greenback on the back 
of the US' suspension of additional tariffs on Chinese goods until 2019 and 
China's plan to reduce its trade imbalance with US. The USD/PHP pair closed at 
52.32 (-0.25% DoD). 

 Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) reported the national government's outstanding 
debt which amounted to Php7.17 tn at the end of October, a 10.24% increase 
from last year. The rise in domestic debt was due to the net issuance of 
government securities amounting to Php32.74 bn, and was slightly offset by the 
appreciation of  the peso that decreased the value of onshore dollar bonds by 
Php0.29 bn. Meanwhile, the decline in external debt was due to Php27.34 bn 
impact of stronger peso and net repayment on foreign obligations. 

 Apo Agua Infrastructura, Inc. (Apo Agua), a subsidiary of Aboitiz Equity 
Ventures, Inc. (PSE Ticker: AEV) signed an Omnibus Notes Facility and 
Security Agreement with a consortium of lender-banks to obtain a loan of Php9 
bn to finance the  its 347-MLD water treatment facility for the supply of treated 
bulk water to the Davao City Water District 


